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Polarized Exoplanets polish2 

• Scattered light from exoplanets is polarized 
• The minimum degree of polarization during 
the orbit is indicative of orbital inclination: 
face-on (dot-dashed), 30° (dashed), 60° 
(dotted), and edge-on (solid) 
• Can therefore determine inclination for RV 
planets, removing sin i mass ambiguity 
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Fig. 7. The flux F and degree of polarization P of the reflected starlight averaged over the wavelength region between 0.65 and 0.95 µm, for
model atmosphere 1 and di!erent orbital inclination angles: 0! (dot-dashed line), 30! (dashed line), 60! (dotted line), and 90! (solid line).
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Fig. 8. The flux F and degree of polarization P of the reflected starlight averaged over the wavelength region between 0.65 and 0.95 µm, for an
inclination angle of 90! and the three model atmospheres.

Fig. 3b). For models 1 and 2, P > 0 for phase angles smaller
than about 165!, and the reflected starlight is thus polarized per-
pendicular to the planetary scattering plane. For larger phase
angles (when only a narrow crescent of the planet is visible),
P < 0 and the direction of polarization is thus parallel to the
scattering plane. This negative polarization is characteristic for
light that has been scattered twice by molecules in the plane-
tary atmosphere. For these large phase angles, the contribution
of the twice scattered light to P can be significant because the
single scattered light is virtually unpolarized. For model 3, with
the high altitude haze, P < 0 across a broader range of phase
angles, because the haze particles themselves scatter negatively
polarized light (see Fig. 3b).

4.3. Flux and polarization as functions of orbital period

As said before (in Sect. 4.2), the phase angles ! an extra-
solar planet can be observed at when it orbits its star range
from 90! " i to 90! + i with i the orbital inclination angle.
In Fig. 7, we have plotted F and P for the clear atmosphere
(model 1) during an orbital period for various inclination angles
and a circular orbit. Like before, "B0r2R2/(d2D2) is assumed to
equal 1.

Figure 7 shows that except when i # 0! (when the orbit
is seen face-on), F and P vary significantly during an orbital
period: F is maximum when the planet’s day-side is observed
(at 0.75 orbital periods in Fig. 7) and zero when the planet’s
night-side is in view (at 0.25 orbital periods), while P peaks

at 0.0 and 0.5 orbital periods, when ! = 90!. The polarization
curve during the first half of the orbit (from 0.0 to 0.5) di!ers
slightly from that during the second half (from 0.5 to 1.0), re-
flecting the asymmetry of the model 1 curve in Fig. 5b. When
i = 0!, the observed fraction of the planet that is illuminated is
constant, and F is thus constant. P’s absolute value is also con-
stant, but the direction of polarization, that will generally be
perpendicular or parallel to the planetary scattering plane, can
be seen to rotate with the planet as it orbits the star. The vari-
ation of P along the planetary orbit, either in absolute value or
in direction, would help to distinguish the signal of the planet
from possible background polarization signals, like that from
zodiacal dust.

Interestingly, unlike the reflected stellar flux (Fig. 7a), the
maximum degree of polarization that can be measured along
the planetary orbit is independent of the orbital inclination an-
gle (Fig. 7b). Because this maximum value does depend on
the planetary atmosphere (see Fig. 5b), polarimetry could thus
provide information about the planetary atmosphere without
knowledge on the inclination angle.

The value of polarimetry along a planetary orbit for the
characterization of EGPs is further illustrated in Fig. 8, which
shows F and P along the planetary orbit for an inclination an-
gle of 90! and the three model atmospheres. Because the in-
clination angle is 90!, all three polarization curves in Fig. 8b
are zero at 0.25 and 0.75 orbital periods, when, respectively,
the planet’s night (! = 180!) and dayside (! = 0!) are turned
towards the observer. Clearly, the maximum P of each curve
depends strongly on the planetary atmosphere. Obviously, the
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Fig. 7. The flux F and degree of polarization P of the reflected starlight averaged over the wavelength region between 0.65 and 0.95 µm, for
model atmosphere 1 and di!erent orbital inclination angles: 0! (dot-dashed line), 30! (dashed line), 60! (dotted line), and 90! (solid line).
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Fig. 8. The flux F and degree of polarization P of the reflected starlight averaged over the wavelength region between 0.65 and 0.95 µm, for an
inclination angle of 90! and the three model atmospheres.

Fig. 3b). For models 1 and 2, P > 0 for phase angles smaller
than about 165!, and the reflected starlight is thus polarized per-
pendicular to the planetary scattering plane. For larger phase
angles (when only a narrow crescent of the planet is visible),
P < 0 and the direction of polarization is thus parallel to the
scattering plane. This negative polarization is characteristic for
light that has been scattered twice by molecules in the plane-
tary atmosphere. For these large phase angles, the contribution
of the twice scattered light to P can be significant because the
single scattered light is virtually unpolarized. For model 3, with
the high altitude haze, P < 0 across a broader range of phase
angles, because the haze particles themselves scatter negatively
polarized light (see Fig. 3b).

4.3. Flux and polarization as functions of orbital period

As said before (in Sect. 4.2), the phase angles ! an extra-
solar planet can be observed at when it orbits its star range
from 90! " i to 90! + i with i the orbital inclination angle.
In Fig. 7, we have plotted F and P for the clear atmosphere
(model 1) during an orbital period for various inclination angles
and a circular orbit. Like before, "B0r2R2/(d2D2) is assumed to
equal 1.

Figure 7 shows that except when i # 0! (when the orbit
is seen face-on), F and P vary significantly during an orbital
period: F is maximum when the planet’s day-side is observed
(at 0.75 orbital periods in Fig. 7) and zero when the planet’s
night-side is in view (at 0.25 orbital periods), while P peaks

at 0.0 and 0.5 orbital periods, when ! = 90!. The polarization
curve during the first half of the orbit (from 0.0 to 0.5) di!ers
slightly from that during the second half (from 0.5 to 1.0), re-
flecting the asymmetry of the model 1 curve in Fig. 5b. When
i = 0!, the observed fraction of the planet that is illuminated is
constant, and F is thus constant. P’s absolute value is also con-
stant, but the direction of polarization, that will generally be
perpendicular or parallel to the planetary scattering plane, can
be seen to rotate with the planet as it orbits the star. The vari-
ation of P along the planetary orbit, either in absolute value or
in direction, would help to distinguish the signal of the planet
from possible background polarization signals, like that from
zodiacal dust.

Interestingly, unlike the reflected stellar flux (Fig. 7a), the
maximum degree of polarization that can be measured along
the planetary orbit is independent of the orbital inclination an-
gle (Fig. 7b). Because this maximum value does depend on
the planetary atmosphere (see Fig. 5b), polarimetry could thus
provide information about the planetary atmosphere without
knowledge on the inclination angle.

The value of polarimetry along a planetary orbit for the
characterization of EGPs is further illustrated in Fig. 8, which
shows F and P along the planetary orbit for an inclination an-
gle of 90! and the three model atmospheres. Because the in-
clination angle is 90!, all three polarization curves in Fig. 8b
are zero at 0.25 and 0.75 orbital periods, when, respectively,
the planet’s night (! = 180!) and dayside (! = 0!) are turned
towards the observer. Clearly, the maximum P of each curve
depends strongly on the planetary atmosphere. Obviously, the

• The maximum degree of polarization during 
the orbit is indicative of cloud structure: high 
haze (dotted), low clouds (dashed), clear (solid) 
• Can therefore estimate cloud structure and 
composition 
• Note: sulfuric acid droplets in Venus’ 
atmosphere were discovered by polarimetry 
 

Coffeen & Gehrels (1969); Hansen & Hovenier (1974) 

Stam et al. 2004 
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Exoplanet Contrast polish2 
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Secondary Eclipse
Secondary Eclipse
Direct Imaging
Scattered Light

• Known exoplanets: 
contrast ratio with different 
techniques vs. angular 
separation in units of the 
optical diffraction limit of a 
3-m telescope 
 

• Direct imaging impossible 
for most known exoplanets 
 

• Secondary eclipse 
observations (Spitzer, CFHT,  
Kepler, CoRoT) impossible 
for non-transiting exoplanets 
 

• Polarized, scattered light 
observations possible for 
many exoplanets, transiting 
and non-transiting alike 

IR 

Optical 

IR 

Optical 
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Exoplanet Detectability polish2 
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POLISH

POLISH2

Non!transiting

Transiting

Survey

Assumptions 
• Lick 3-m 
• Albedo = 0.1 
• Rface-on = 1.2 RJ 
 
 

• Up to 18 exoplanets 
observable with 
upgraded POLISH2 
polarimeter, 2 
currently being 
monitored 
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Debris Disks polish2 

• Single scattering by small 
dust grains gives disk-
integrated polarization 
parallel to disk minor axis 
 
• This is observed with 
POLISH and POLISH2 in 
disks with prior imaging 
 
• Optical, scattered light 
seen for the first time in ! Eri, 
49 Cet, and 51 Oph disks 
 
• UBV polarimetry will 
allow grain size to be probed 
beginning April 2011 

Wiktorowicz et al. 2011, submitted 


